UConn Police and UConn Response Process

It's important for you to know that UConn will take action in the event of sexual misconduct. The process will differ depending on the choices you make. Below is a chart of the different ways in which we will respond.

Actions taken if you choose to engage

AN INCIDENT OCCURS

CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION

First responders, like Res Life, offer the victim support. This is often the time of the initial report to the police.

PROSECUTION REVIEW

ARREST & ARRAIGNMENT

CRIMINAL TRIAL

OIE RECEIVES REPORT

OIE notifies the DOS which coordinates support for the students involved.

If person accused is a UConn student, OIE notifies CS.

CS INVESTIGATES

OIE investigates if accused person is an employee.

OIE finds University policy violation, supervisor will issue discipline.

Investigation ends. If CS finds Student Code violations, CS will issue sanctions.